The small refracting telescope with its simple direct design and construction and permanently aligned optics is the time tested standard for personal use. Easily portable, it can be taken out of the house and set up at a moment's notice. Or, it can be packed conveniently into a small car for traveling to a dark observing site. With moderate care and minimal maintenance, the telescope and mount can last for generations.
stars. Although all the activities described here are equally applicable to larger instruments, none of them require an aperture larger than 80 mm.
Through the use of common digital cameras, the limiting stellar magnitude and image scale of small telescopes can be increased dramatically, thus providing results one normally expects from larger instruments. Much of this book applies that principle to making interesting and useful astronomical observations. I have taken novel approaches to extending the use of small instruments for quantitative observations by applying unique methods for the analysis of digital camera photographs.
My intent is to demonstrate that useful and significant observations can be made with modest, relatively low cost equipment. Some of the activities described provide the necessary tools for making valuable contributions to various international astronomical data files. Others are of primarily educational value for either the self-learner or the science educator. This material should be of interest to both the beginning and the experienced observer. The emphasis is on what you can do with a small telescope rather than only on what you can see.
